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Self-assembly is a process in which components, either separate or linked, spontaneously form ordered aggregates. Self-assembly can
occur with components having sizes from the molecular to the macroscopic, provided that appropriate conditions are met. Although much
of the work in self-assembly has focused on molecular components, many of the most interesting applications of self-assembling processes
can be found at larger sizes (nanometers to micrometers). These larger systems also offer a level of control over the characteristics of
the components and over the interactions among them that makes fundamental investigations especially tractable.

Molecular synthesis is a technology
that chemists use to make molecules

by forming covalent bonds between at-
oms. Molecular self-assembly is a process
in which molecules (or parts of molecules)
spontaneously form ordered aggregates
and involves no human intervention; the
interactions involved usually are noncova-
lent. In molecular self-assembly, the mo-
lecular structure determines the structure
of the assembly (1). Synthesis makes mol-
ecules; self-assembly makes ordered en-
sembles of molecules (or ordered forms of
macromolecules). The structures gener-
ated in molecular self-assembly are usu-
ally in equilibrium states (or at least in
metastable states).

Molecular self-assembly is ubiquitous
in chemistry, materials science, and bi-
ology and has been so long before self-
assembly emerged as a discrete field of
study and as a synthetic strategy (2, 3).
The formation of molecular crystals (4),
colloids (5), lipid bilayers (6), phase-
separated polymers (7), and self-assem-
bled monolayers (8) are all examples of
molecular self-assembly, as are the fold-
ing of polypeptide chains into proteins
(9) and the folding of nucleic acids into
their functional forms (10). Even the
association of a ligand with a receptor is
a form of self-assembly (11); the seman-
tic boundaries between self-assembly,
molecular recognition, complexation,
and other processes that form more or-
dered from less ordered assemblies of
molecules expand or contract at the
whim of those using them.

Self-assembly is scientifically interesting
and technologically important for at least
four reasons. The first is that it is centrally
important in life. The cell contains an
astonishing range of complex structures
such as lipid membranes, folded proteins,
structured nucleic acids, protein aggre-
gates, molecular machines, and many oth-
ers that form by self-assembly (12). The
second is that self-assembly provides

routes to a range of materials with regular
structures: molecular crystals (13), liquid
crystals (14), and semicrystalline and
phase-separated polymers (15) are exam-
ples. Third, self-assembly also occurs
widely in systems of components larger
than molecules, and there is great poten-
tial for its use in materials and condensed
matter science (16). Fourth, self-assembly
seems to offer one of the most general
strategies now available for generating
nanostructures. Thus self-assembly is im-
portant in a range of fields: chemistry,
physics, biology, materials science, nano-
science, and manufacturing. There is an
exciting opportunity for self-assembly to
develop through the interchange of con-
cepts and techniques among these fields.

Self-Assembly Is Not Limited to
Molecules
Although the concepts of self-assembly
were developed with molecules, and self-
assembling processes currently are best
understood and most highly developed
for molecules, components of any size
(from molecules to galaxies) can self-
assemble in a permissive environment
(17). The focus on self-assembly as a
strategy for synthesis has been confined
largely to molecules, because chemists
are professionally concerned with ma-
nipulating the structure of matter at the
molecular scale. The expanding contact
of chemistry with biology and materials
science and the direction of technology
toward nanometer- and micrometer-
scale structures, however, has begun to
broaden this focus to include matter at
scales larger than the molecular. There
are now three ranges of sizes of compo-
nents for which self-assembly is impor-
tant: molecular, nanoscale (colloids,
nanowires and nanospheres, and related
structures), and meso- to macroscopic
(objects with dimensions from microns
to centimeters). The rules for self-
assembly in each of these ranges are

similar but not identical. Because new
types of aggregates, especially those with
potential for application in microelec-
tronics (18, 19), photonics (20, 21), near-
field optics (22), and the emerging field
of nanoscience (23–25), have become
increasingly important technologically,
interest in self-assembly as a route to
aggregates of components larger than
molecules has grown. There are many
opportunities for fabrication of useful
structures of nano- and macroscale com-
ponents using self-assembly; ultimately,
self-assembly may prove to be more im-
portant in these areas than in molecular
science!

Principles of Molecular Self-Assembly
The concepts of self-assembly historically
have come from studying molecular pro-
cesses. The success of self-assembly in a
molecular system is determined by five
characteristics of the system (Fig. 1).

Components. A self-assembling system
consists of a group of molecules or seg-
ments of a macromolecule that interact
with one another. These molecules or
molecular segments may be the same or
different. Their interaction leads from
some less ordered state (a solution, dis-
ordered aggregate, or random coil) to a
final state (a crystal or folded macromol-
ecule) that is more ordered.

Interactions. Self-assembly occurs when
molecules interact with one another
through a balance of attractive and repul-
sive interactions. These interactions are
generally weak (that is, comparable to
thermal energies) and noncovalent (van
der Waals and Coulomb interactions, hy-
drophobic interactions, and hydrogen
bonds) but relatively weak covalent bonds
(coordination bonds) are recognized in-
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creasingly as appropriate for self-assembly
(26, 27). Complementarity in shapes
among the self-assembling components is
also crucial.

Reversibility (or Adjustability). For self-
assembly to generate ordered structures,
the association either must be reversible
or must allow the components to adjust
their positions within an aggregate once it
has formed. The strength of the bonds
between the components, therefore, must
be comparable to the forces tending to
disrupt them. For molecules, the forces
are generated by thermal motion. Pro-
cesses in which collision between mole-
cules leads to irreversible sticking gener-
ate glasses, not crystals.

Environment. The self-assembly of mole-
cules normally is carried out in solution or

at an interface to allow the required mo-
tion of the components. The interaction of
the components with their environment
can strongly influence the course of the
process.

Mass Transport and Agitation. For self-
assembly to occur, the molecules must be
mobile. In solution, thermal motion pro-
vides the major part of the motion re-
quired to bring the molecules into contact.

In nanoscale, mesoscopic, and macro-
scopic self-assembly systems, the compo-
nents interact in ways that are analogous
to those involving molecules. In designing
such systems, the first challenge often is
assuring the mobility of the components;
as they become larger than molecules,
Brownian motion rapidly becomes irrele-
vant, and gravity and friction become im-
portant. The choice of interactions be-

tween the components (that is, the choice
of interactions allowing the system to ap-
proach equilibrium) is also important.

Why Think About Nonmolecular
(Nanoscale and Macroscale)
Self-Assembly?
There are six reasons. First, nonmolecu-
lar systems allow tests of hypotheses
about self-assembly that cannot be car-
ried out with molecules and extend our
understanding of the fundamental, ab-
stract concepts of self-assembly. The
characteristics of atoms determine the
interactions between molecules. It is dif-
ficult to adjust the potential function
between, say, two chlorine atoms to de-
termine the inf luence of that change on
self-assembly; chlorine atoms are what
they are. Chemistry has great control
over the structure of molecules, but little
control over the characteristics of atoms.
By contrast, it is possible to choose
among a wide range of interactions (van
der Waals, ionic, steric, entropic, mag-
netic, gravitational, electrostatic, and
others) when using components larger
than molecules, and often it is possible to
adjust these interactions over wide
ranges of strength, range, and selectivity.
Nonmolecular systems are, thus, in many
ways more f lexible in their design than
molecular systems. The second reason is
experimental convenience. It often is
easier to fabricate nonmolecular compo-
nents than it is to synthesize molecules,
and easier to observe the process and
products of self-assembly using these
large components. Third, self-assembly
offers routes to ordered states of matter
(for example, ordered arrays of nano-
spheres for photonic crystals; ref. 21)
that probably cannot be generated prac-
tically by any other type of process; it
thus has specific application in important
problems in materials science, con-
densed matter science, and engineering
(28). Fourth, self-assembly shows every
promise of playing a key role in nano-
science and nanotechnology. Assembling
nanometer-scale components into or-
dered arrays probably will be possible
only by self-assembly (29). Fifth, self-
assembly offers a possible route to the
fabrication of three-dimensional (3D)
microstructures (30). Photolithography,
the technique used most widely to fab-
ricate microstructures, is intrinsically a
planar technology, and its extension to
3D structures is limited to the stacking of
planar sheets. Self-assembly may offer a
more f lexible alternative. Sixth, a num-
ber of problems in manufacturing includ-
ing problems in robotic assembly may be
aided by self-assembly (31). For macro-
scopic objects (those sufficiently large
that conventional robotic pick-and-place

Fig. 1. (A) Aggregation occurs when there is a net attraction and an equilibrium separation
between the components. The equilibrium separation normally represents a balance between
attraction and repulsion. These two interactions are fixed in molecular self-assembly but can be
engineered independently in macroscopic self-assembly. (B and C) Schematic illustration of the
essential differences between irreversible aggregation and ordered self-assembly. (B) Compo-
nents (shown in blue) that interact with one another irreversibly form disordered glasses (shown
in green). (C) Components that can equilibrate, or adjust their positions once in contact, can form
ordered crystals if the ordered form is the lowest-energy form (shown in red). (D) Biology provides
many examples of self-assembly (here, the formation of a protein, an asymmetric, catalytically
active nanostructure); these examples will stimulate the design of biomimetic processes.
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might in some circumstances be practical
and economical), self-assembly may of-
fer the opportunity to form structures in
regions inaccessible to robotic arms. It
may even be an interesting strategy for
the assembly of large structures in envi-
ronments (for example the microgravity
of space or the ocean) where lateral
mobility is relatively unhindered by the
effects of gravity and friction.

Designing New, Self-Assembling Systems
We believe that the design of systems of
components with nano- to macroscale di-
mensions for self-assembly can be aided
enormously by considering analogies with
molecular systems (32). To test this belief,
we have explored one of many imaginable
systems of self-assembling macroscopic
components: systems based on capillary
interactions (Fig. 2). These studies have
demonstrated that it is practical to design
new systems of self-assembling compo-
nents essentially de novo and suggest that
such systems can find rapid application.
The objective of this program has been
more to demonstrate the usefulness of
transferring concepts from molecular sys-
tems to these larger systems than to solve
practical problems, but the progression
from fundamental studies to applications
has been astonishingly rapid.

Our work has involved millimeter-scale
components either floating at a fluid–
f luid interface (33, 34) or suspended in an
approximately isodense f luid medium
(35–37). Capillary interactions (that is,
forces resulting from minimizing the con-
tribution of interfaces to free energies by
minimizing interfacial areas) are particu-
larly useful for these sizes and in these
environments (38). For components float-
ing at a liquid–liquid or liquid–vapor in-
terface, the nature of the capillary inter-
actions can be tailored by controlling the
shape of the menisci at the interface be-
tween the components and the liquid (39).
For components in suspension, capillary
interactions between drops of liquid with
high interfacial free energy provide the
attractive interactions. Molten solder is
one particularly useful type of liquid in
these systems (40, 41). It has a high inter-
facial free energy and thus provides a
strong interaction between components;
when it solidifies below its melting point,
it provides a mechanically strong and elec-
trically conducting connection between
components. Electrical conductivity is
crucial to building self-assembling micro-
electronic systems (42).

The most complex structures that we
have prepared from millimeter-sized com-
ponents by self-assembly are still too prim-
itive to be useful. However, another form
of macroscopic self-assembly, the fluidic
self-assembly pioneered by Jeh and Smith
(43) and Howe and coworkers (44), is

being developed commercially (Alien
Technology, Morgan Hill, CA, www.
alientechnology.com�technology�over-
view.html). In this technique, a suspension
of small (70–180-�m) polyhedral compo-
nents in a fluid is allowed to flow across a
templating surface having a series of in-
dentations complementary in shape to
these components. When one of these
components falls into an indentation in
the correct orientation, its surface is f lush
with the surface of the template, and it
escapes the shear of the flowing fluid;
when the component is not correctly ori-
ented with respect to the cavity, it is not
flush with the surface and is removed
from the cavity by shear. Another com-
ponent then has the opportunity to fill the
cavity correctly.

Defects, Designed Asymmetries,
Constrained Self-Assembly, and
Templating
One important and still unanswered
question in self-assembly (at all scales,
from molecular to macroscopic) is what
range of structures can be formed, what
are the extent and perfection of these
structures, and what is the nature of their
defects? The character of defects, in
principle, might be quite different in
molecular and macroscopic self-assem-
bly. A molecular crystal, for example, has
many opportunities to minimize its free
energy. The characteristic on- and off-
rates describing a macroscopic compo-
nent entering and leaving an ordered,
macroscopic aggregate will be orders of

Fig. 2. Examples of two-dimensional (A and B) and 3D (C–F) structures, self-assembled in systems of
macroscopic components interacting via capillary interactions. Open hexagonal array (A; reprinted
with permission from ref. 33, copyright 1997 American Association for the Advancement of Science)
and hexagonal lattice formed around circular templates (B; reprinted with permission from ref. 48,
copyright 2000 American Chemical Society) self-assembled from poly(dimethylsiloxane) plates float-
ing at the interface between perfluodecalin and water. (C) Spherical structure formed by self-assembly
of hexagonal metal plates on the surface of a drop of perfluodecalin in water (reprinted with
permission from ref. 49, copyright 1998 American Chemical Society). (D) Compact 3D structure formed
by self-folding of a string of tethered, polymeric polyhedra (reprinted with permission from ref. 54,
copyright 2002 American Chemical Society). (E) Large crystal self-assembled from micrometer-sized
hexagonal metal plates (reprinted with permission from ref. 36, copyright 2001 American Chemical
Society). (F) Aggregate with electrical connectivity self-assembled from polyhedral, polymer compo-
nents bearing solder patterns of wires and dots (reprinted with permission from ref. 42, copyright
2000 American Association for the Advancement of Science).
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magnitude lower than those for molecu-
lar components, and the rate at which a
macroscopic system can approach a min-
imum in free energy will therefore also
be very low. Macroscopic self-assembly,
however, typically involves much smaller
numbers of components than does mo-
lecular self-assembly, and the degree of
perfection required to generate a partic-
ular material also may be lower than that
required of a molecular crystal. The
compromise between numbers of parti-
cles, rates of equilibration, and number
of defects in all forms of self-assembly,
from molecular to macroscopic, remains
to be established (45, 46).

Biology offers important hints about
how to limit defects. One is the involve-
ment of templates (e.g., chaperonins; ref.
47) to ensure the correct folding of pro-
teins in competition with other possible
processes (e.g., intermolecular aggrega-
tion and precipitation). Chaperonin-
guided folding suggests the value of tem-
plates (e.g., geometrical constraints) in
limiting defects in this type of self-
assembly. Geometrical templating also
has proved valuable in nonbiological self-
assembly (48–51).

A second general concern in self-
assembly is the generation of asymmetry
in self-assembling structures. The simplest
form of self-assembly, the ordered aggre-
gation of identical components, is the one
most commonly studied; this type of pro-
cess, for molecular components, leads to
the formation of molecular crystals or
discrete, structurally defined aggregates,
usually with high symmetries. For self-
assembly to have broad applications
(especially in microelectronics and pho-
tonics), it must be able to generate asym-
metrical structures: analogs of proteins
rather than analogues of crystals. The
strategy used to generate globular pro-
teins, which have unsymmetrical 3D struc-
tures, again provides an example of a
successful biological solution to this prob-
lem. In the biosynthesis of proteins, the
precursor polypeptide is generated, by us-
ing covalent chemistry, as a linear string;
this string folds spontaneously into a com-
pact, 3D, globular, functional structure.
The sequence of amino acids in the
polypeptide, of course, is fixed, and this
sequence enormously restricts the range
of structures that can be formed from that
set of amino acids. The strategy of allow-
ing a string of components to fold into a
compact, functional structure is successful
also at the macroscopic scale; we have
used it to make a prototype microelec-
tronic system (52). Understanding con-
strained self-assembly (of which this dem-
onstration is an example) in sufficient
detail to be able to use it by design is a
challenge for the future; the basic biophys-
ics of protein folding is still incompletely

understood, and a fundamental under-
standing of folding as a process leading to
macroscopic self-assembly is essentially
nonexistent.

Studying biology has identified many
processes that use templated self-
assembly; these strategies will provide
stimuli for nonmolecular self-assembly
for many years. Biological strategies,
however, may be constrained in ways that
are not relevant in nonbiological sys-
tems; we cannot assume that biology
demonstrates all strategies for self-
assembly. The study of biology thus may
also suggest new, useful strategies for
self-assembly that are not used in the
cell. The folding of proteins and RNAs
provides an example. Both processes
generate sophisticated 3D structures by
spontaneous folding of linear precursors.
The fact that the precursors are linear
ref lects the ease with which linear mac-
romolecules are synthesized through re-
petitive formation of covalent bonds. In
nonbiological, macroscopic self-assem-
bly, the constraints on synthesis that exist
in the cell need not apply, and one could
ask what might happen if there was no
constraint favoring the formation of lin-
ear strings. How, for example, would a
f lexible, two-dimensional sheet bearing
patterns of attractive and repulsive sur-
faces crumple spontaneously?

It seems that templating (that is, pro-
viding constraints whether physical
boundaries or sequence in a chain) may be
an important way to bring order and asym-
metric structure to self-assembled aggre-
gates. This area of strategy for self-
assembly is just beginning to be explored
(53–55).

Components for Self-Assembly
It is possible now to synthesize many
nanoscale structures, colloids, quantum
dots, buckytubes, nanotubes, and nano-
wires, but it remains difficult to induce
their self-assembly into functional struc-
tures (24, 56–58). Macroscopic objects
can be fabricated that self-assemble well
(32), but scaling the fabrication of these
structures into dimensions of microns,
much less nanometers, remains an un-
solved problem. In fact, the crux of me-
soscale self-assembly ultimately may lie
in the fabrication of components. Self-
assembly of appropriate components as a
strategy for generating ordered aggre-
gates seems likely to prove reliable and
versatile. Designing and fabricating
these components, especially those with
micro- and nanometer dimensions, is dif-
ficult, and there is no certain pathway to
make them (17). In this respect, molec-
ular self-assembly backed by the enor-
mous power of molecular synthesis has
an advantage. Unfortunately molecular
synthesis is not yet capable of making

structures that form the basis for nano-
electronic systems, although research
pointed in that direction is very active
(59–62).

The first issue in designing compo-
nents whose self-assembly will generate
functional systems is to understand the
trade-offs between ease of fabrication
(easier with large components) and func-
tion (often higher with small compo-
nents). The shape of the components is
also important: for 3D microelectronic
devices, for example, self-assembly must
probably generate a structure with con-
tinuous voids, to allow for external cool-
ing (63). The more complicated the
shape, the more difficult it is to fabricate,
especially in a form functionalized for
self-assembly. Most methods for 3D mi-
crofabrication are based on photolithog-
raphy (30, 64). A number of techniques
(some very clever but none very simple
or easily extended to the parallel fabri-
cation of very large numbers of compo-
nents) have been used to convert 100-
�m-scale two-dimensional structures
produced by photolithography into 3D
structures (65–68). The most versatile of
these at present seems to be self-folding,
which is another form of self-assembly.
This technique uses conventional litho-
graphic technology to make planar pre-
cursors to the 3D microstructures. These
structures then fold spontaneously into
3D shapes via capillary forces (69, 70) or
electrical activation of conjugated poly-
mers (71). The processes used in this type
of fabrication involve multiple steps of
fabrication, however, and the folding
processes are early in their development.
Hierarchical self-assembly, the self-
assembly of simple components such as
microspheres into structured aggregates
such as triangles or tetrahedra, followed
by the self-assembly of those structures
into more complex structures is another
promising approach (72–74).

Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium
Self-Assembly
Molecular self-assembly has focused al-
most exclusively on equilibrium systems.
These types of systems have the advantage
that they tend to form highly ordered
arrays (crystals) and tend to be self-
healing if damaged. These characteristics
unquestionably are useful. It is, however,
important to remember that the most
interesting self-assembling systems, in-
cluding many centrally important to the
life of the cell, are dynamic; that is, they
are out-of-equilibrium systems, and they
form their characteristic order only when
dissipating energy (75). Understanding
and controlling dynamic, self-assembling
systems is a difficult problem, but the
solution of which is required both to max-
imize the value of self-assembly as a strat-
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egy for synthesis and fabrication and to
understand the role of self-assembly in
biology. Work in this area is just beginning
(76, 77).

Conclusions
Self-assembly has the potential to provide
the basis for a new form of molecular
synthesis. Classical, covalent synthesis
now is so accomplished and successful as
an art and a technology that it can make
most target molecules. One new class of
targets now facing organic synthesis that
cannot be made by classical, covalent or-
ganic synthesis is large aggregates of struc-
tured matter: aggregates with structural
complexity comparable to that of biolog-
ical macromolecules or structures such as
virus particles. Synthesis of structures of
this complexity will require new strategies
that rely heavily on noncovalent synthesis
(78). Self-assembly is, in some sense, the
core of noncovalent, molecular synthesis.

The potential of self-assembly as a strat-
egy for forming useful and interesting
structures, however, extends far beyond
molecules. It offers a very promising route
for making crystals of nanometer- and

micrometer-scale components. It may
provide a way of assembling electrically or
optically functional components. The
range of practical problems in fabrication
(photonic crystals, 3D microelectronic
systems, displays, or sensors) probably is
broader and better defined than that fac-
ing molecular self-assembly (where much
of the activity in research still remains
exploratory and in which new applications
of self-assembly are emerging only slowly).
Based on admittedly limited experience,
we would judge that the greatest challenge
in using self-assembly to make complex
electrically or optically functional assem-
blies is that of fabricating the precursor
components, not carrying out the self-
assembly once these components are
available. Self-assembly as a strategy for
fabrication of systems and synthesis of
materials seems f lexible and robust
to changes in the characteristics of the
components.

To those attacking these new, challeng-
ing, and complex problems in self-
assembly, biology offers a wonderful array
of successful examples. The cell exists as a
result of processes that generate complex,

multicomponent, functional structures by
self-assembly. To the extent that those
interested in fabricating complex struc-
tures using components at all scales can
understand the strategies used in biology,
there seems limitless opportunity for the
development of self-assembly as a strategy
for the fabrication of complex systems.
Using biomimetic strategies to expand the
horizons of self-assembly beyond static
systems into dynamic self-assembly prom-
ises to open an entire new chapter in this
field.

The objectives of self-assembly are to
make structures that cannot be made by
other means and to understand one aspect
of life. Self-assembly is an area that is
engaging many of the classical disciplines
of science and engineering in pursuing
these objectives. Integrating concepts and
techniques from across this range of dis-
ciplines promises to be enormously inter-
esting and ultimately very useful.
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